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1. WHEN THE WESTERN GHATS ARE IN PERIL, DO OUR RIVERS HAVE A
CHANCE?
Rivers are probably the most dynamic of all waterscapes on this living planet. Running like arteries, they
connect diverse ecosystems in a range of altitudes; and connect lives and livelihoods in an unending cycle
of energy transfer and flow. The course of a river is determined by the valleys and mountains it gushes
through, their slope and gradient, and soil structure. A river is often born as hill streams, flows down the
gradient carrying sand, silt, minerals and nutrient rich detritus of biota, and as the river slows down, it
leaves behind sediments. If too much sediment is shed, then it speeds up again and the sequence is
repeated. This process of balancing energy, discharge, sediment load/ deposition and gradient operates all
along the river’s course until the sea. It is this process that shapes a river’s profile and behavior, forming
valleys, fertile alluvial plains, wetlands and deltas, and causing eroding bans, floods and siltation. The
ever shifting beds and banks along with the ground water below are integral to the river. Plant
communities soak up rain and it seeps into underground aquifers, from where it continues to flow further
downstream. Aquifers are suppliers of wells and in effect feed the rivers. The nature of streams and rivers
along with these complex processes determines characteristics of a watershed or river basin. In that sense,
every river originating from the Western Ghats of Kerala is unique, with certain underlying
characteristics.
The Western Ghats is a mountain range extending 1490 km from Tapi Valley in Gujarat to Kanyakumari
in Tamil Nadu and is considered one of the eight biodiversity ‘hotspots’ in the world. Important
peninsular rivers (Kaveri, Krishna and Godavari) that drain the Deccan Plateau originate in the eastern
side of the Western Ghats. In fact, the Ghats are the catchment of river systems that drain 40% of the land
area of India.
Kerala is a State with over 30 million people living in a land area of 38,000 sq km, with the maximum
population distributed along the coast. The rivers born in these hills are the mainstay of this population,
and a source of freshwater, food and revenue. Once upon a time these rivers provided potable water up to
the coast. The rivers also support the livelihoods of thirty six indigenous communities.
Kerala has 44 rivers, of which 41 flow westwards and the rest towards east. The basin area of major rivers
is located within the Western Ghats, while some other northern rivers originate in laterite hills. The
average rainfall in the State is about 3000mm.
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Figure 1: List of River in Kerala and their Major Tributaries
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The terrain causes quick run off of rainwater, the total runoff of all rivers adding to about 70300 million
cubic meters. The rivers are monsoon fed and flow fast due to the steep gradient. Every village, every
Panchayat and town is part of a catchment area or a downstream area, and is dependent on rivers for
drinking water and agriculture.
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The short length of the rivers coupled with very high population density contributes towards high
dependency on water and the rivers’ susceptibility towards environmental onslaughts along the course
from source to sea. In general, there is increasing imbalance between water use (withdrawal and
diversion) and recharge flows in all rivers.
The Western Ghats have been divided into eight riverine regions, of which three lie, at least partly, in
Kerala. The Kodagu-Wyanad-Nilgiri has four major rivers and 10 protected areas; Periyar-Anamalai has
seven major rivers and 12 protected areas; and Agastyamalai has five major rivers and four protected
areas.

Map No 1: Map of Rivers of Kerala
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The southern Western Ghats region with catchments including the Pamba, Meenachil, Muvattupuzha,
Periyar, Karuvannur, Bharatapuzha, Chaliyar, Kuttyadi, and Valappattanam (Kerala), Netravati, upper
Kabini and Cauvery (Karnataka), upper Vaipar, Amaravati, Bhavani and Moyar (Tamil Nadu) has the
highest richness (260–312 species) and endemism (103–129 species) of freshwater species. Several of
these river systems are Key Biodiversity Areas and contain endemic species restricted to only a small area
which includes not only fish and aquatic animals, but also riparian wildlife such as hornbills, tortoises and
otters. Fish fauna in rivers like Chalakudy and Periyar face a number of threats.
Our rivers are under immense pressure due to various kinds of anthropogenic activities. Conversion of
watershed area, including large scale deforestation and plantation crops, has altered the hydrological
regime and enhanced the silt movement – lowering water yield in the catchment affecting the
groundwater recharge and summer flow in rivers with some of the perennial rivers and rivulets becoming
seasonal in the last few decades. Water scarcity can be attributed to high rain water runoff, loss of forest
cover, sand mining, and reclamation of wetlands and paddy fields. The impact of sand mining on water
quality as well as aquatic fauna has not been extensively studied in the State. In- stream mining can cause
channel instability both up-and downstream through disruption of the existing equilibrium channel form
or undercutting of banks caused by incision.
Aquatic ecology is dependent on the sand deposit in the river bed (along with the riparian vegetation).
Water table in midland Kerala is influenced by river water levels which, in turn, are influenced by the
sand deposit in the river bed. The sand deposit in the river bed helped maintain a fairly high water table in
most parts of midland Kerala. The removal of sand deposits, built up over millenniums, has had multiple
effects on the river systems. The present drinking water scarcity in many parts of the state also has direct
link with the indiscriminate sand mining. The Kerala River Bank Protection and Sand Removal
Regulation Act, 2001 was passed in December 2001 and became a major milestone in the history of river
protection in Kerala. Mr Gopinatha Pillai of the Manimala Samrakshana Samithi was instrumental in
pushing this.
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Map No 2: Existing major dams on the rivers flowing through Kerala.

Dams in Kerala have submerged vast stretches of indigenous domains and forests. Alongside causing
forest fragmentation, dams caused rivers to be disconnected from flood plains affecting lateral and
longitudinal connectivity of the river. At many places, the previously inaccessible stretches were opened
up due to road construction for dams and this led to further forest destruction. River flows of Periyar,
Chalakudy, Bharatapuzha, Siruvani and Neyyar have been diverted for inter-state and inter-basin
diversions. Dams actually convert a river into chains of reservoirs with no flow in between – this can be
seen in Parambikulam, Sholayar, Mullaperiyar and Idukki dams where the river does not flow for long
before being joined by the next tributary or recharge from the catchment. Dams also result in conflicts
that go on for decades.
Apart from newly proposed Hydro Electric projects such as the Athirappilly Dam, there are a couple of
old proposals such as Pooyamkutty and Pathrakkadavu that have not been officially abandoned by the
Government of Kerala and the KSEBL. Another emerging threats is the proposed waterway NW-3 or the
205 km long West Coast Canal (the Champakkara canal) connecting Kollam to Kottapuram. This is part
of the National Waterways Bill (NWB, Bill No. 122 of 2015) that plans to “convert 106 rivers and creeks
across India into waterway canals, for eco-friendly transport of cargo, coal, industrial raw materials, and
for tourism purposes”. There is no mention of “ecological” or “conservation” concerns for rivers in the
Bill draft. No major debate has stirred up on the ecological and social risks the NWB poses to riverine
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biodiversity and local resources through large scale engineering controls. Along with Madhya Pradesh,
Kerala has opposed the Bill with detailed appraisals.
In an effort to examine the status of important rivers of Kerala, this is a status report of the major rivers of
Kerala, based on which an attempt has been made to red list a few rivers under severe threat.

2. CHALIYAR
Known in the lower reaches as the Beypore river, Chaliyar is one of northern Kerala’s important rivers. It
originates in the Ilambalari hills in Gudalur taluk of Nilgiri district in Tamil Nadu at an elevation of
2066m (7000 feet), and flows through New Amarambalam Hills in Kerala. The Chalipuzha, the
Cherupuzha, the Punnapuzha, the Pandiyar, the Karimpuzha, the Vadapurampuzha, the Iruvanjipuzha and
the Iruthilpuzha are its important tributaries. The river’s total drainage area is 2923 sq km, of which 2535
sq km lies in Kerala and the rest, 388 sq km., in Tamil Nadu, covering 6.7 per cent of the total area of
Kerala river basins. Running 169 km long, the Chaliyar river flows through Nilambur, Mambad,
Edavanna, Areecode, Vazhakkad in Malappuram district and Feroke in Kozhikode district before it joins
the sea near Beypore.

Map No 3: Drainage map of Chaliyar river basin
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2.1 Biodiversity
The forest tract from Pandiar-Punnapuzha in the North to Cherupuzha in the South is treated as the
Karimpuzha valley, which constitutes the eastern portion of Chaliyar basin. It is essentially a series of
sharp ridges running down from the Nilgiri edges, starting from an elevation of about 2300 m and
descending to the Nilambur plains, less than 100 m above msl.
The upper reaches of the hills above 1500 m are clothed by evergreen forests, which at the crest line or
above 1800 m become the Southern montane wet temperate forests, or shola forests interspersed with
extensive grasslands. These forests in the upper catchment of Chaliyar are part of the New Amarambalam
Reserve lying within Nilambur South division and form the core zone of the Nilgiri Biosphere Reserve.
The Biosphere Reserve, declared in 1986, covers an area of 5,520 sq km, and shows a characteristic
overlap of wildlife and human dominated land use types.
The New Amarambalam Valley is ranked second to Silent Valley in its biodiversity index. Of the 3,300
species of flowering plants, 132 are endemic. Fauna includes over 100 species of mammals, 350 species
of birds, 80 species of reptiles, about 41 species of fish, 31 amphibians and 316 species of butterflies.
Endemic fish such as the Tor malabaricus and Glyptothorax annandalei have been described from this
river, although most surveys so far have been conducted on the Karimpuzha and Punnampuzha
tributaries. Red line torpedo barb is endemic and exclusive to Chaliyar, Bharatapuzha and Achankovil.
The upper ranges of New Amarambalam, bordering the Mukurthi National Park, are habitat of the
endemic Nilgiri Tahr. Elephants, large cats, ungulates, giant squirrels, pangolin and wild dogs are
common in the plantations and forests of New Amarambalam. The Malabar Pied Hornbill and the Great
Pied Hornbill are found nesting in riverine forest patches. The river is a fishing ground for darters and
cormorants.

2.2 Land Use and Human Dependency
The river has been a traditional means of transport in the region. Though agriculture was a major source
of income, there was always fishing, shell picking and running boat services as other sources of income.
Since Independence, people’s lifestyles have undergone a shift from rural to semi-urban. Few people
today bathe in the river or use a boat to cross the river.
Rubber and teak plantations dominate the middle catchment of the river. The lower reaches form part of
the West Coast Inland Navigation system. Important towns have flourished in the downstream catchment
of the river, Calicut being a metro exerting immense pressure on the river.
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The forests are home of the Cholanaikans and their near relative group called Pathinaikans, two hunter
gatherer communities with a dwindling population. They practise sustainable agriculture and harvest
forest products (NTFP) such as honey, resin, bark, fibres, fish and fruits to support their income. They sell
the forest produce to the tribal society at Manjeri, where they purchase rice and other commodities. Some
of them also engage as labourers or watchers of the Forest Department. An effort to rehabilitate the tribal
population of the reserve at Manjeri was not successful and they are now living within the reserve,
particularly along the riverbanks.

2.3 Blocking the Flows
Numerous barrages and check dams have been built on the Chaliyar, the only large river in Kerala that is
undammed. In 1994 the Kavanakallu Regulator cum bridge was constructed with no EIAs to back it. It
was constructed 13 km away from Kondotty Hills. It has slowed down the river and obstructed the
seasonal washing of the pollutants downstream to the sea.
New regulator cum bridge structures are being built in Mambad panchayat and Chungathara panchayat –
40 kms and 62 kms (upstream) respectively from Kavanakallu. After Kavanakallu regulator came into
existence, an eel disappeared from the upper reaches. The regulator cum bund has caused the banks of the
river to remain submerged and the river does not flow naturally but becomes a pool of water.
Seventeen new check dams (weirs) have been proposed in the main river, alongside a number of small
hydro-electric projects.

Pandiyar-Punnampuzha: An Emerging Conflict
As per the 1965 understanding between Kerala and Tamil Nadu, the Pandiyar-Punnampuzha Hydro
Electric Project envisages utilizing the west flowing waters of the two rivers from a total catchment
area of 171.38 sq. km. with an average annual yield of 14 tmc ft and average annual generation of 409
MU. Later, a proposal to divert waters of Pandiar-Punnampuzha lying within Tamil Nadu to the Moyar
arm of Bhavani river was found feasible. The Kerala irrigation and water conservation act 2003
mandates approval of the legislature for new inter-state diversions. In the absence of concurrence of
the Govt of Kerala, the project stays un-implemented. The river is virtually dying from the pressures of
excessive sand mining and any new project will only mean disaster for river flows.
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2.4 Pollution
Along with the Silent Valley movement, the struggle against Chaliyar’s pollution in the late 70s until the
late 90s was instrumental in the emergence of environmental movement in the State. Downstream effects
of pollution from Mavoor Gwalior Rayons factory were experienced in Calicut city and Vazhakad town.
Although considerable time has elapsed since Grasim industries closed operations, issues of river
protection, loss of fish catch, free flow of river and sand mining have become main conflicting points
among the communities in the river basin. Bamboo and reed were sourced from the forest at a pittance for
Gwalior Rayons and large tracts of forests were converted to eucalyptus which was the raw material for
the Hindustan News Prints Limited. This also triggered a conflict over resources between basketry
weavers and industries.

Figure 2: The Mavoor Gwalior Rayons factory

In 2013, there was an alarm about the flow of river having stopped until Edavannapara. An oil slick was
also reported to have formed at several places between Edavanna and Areekode. Water from the Chaliyar
continues to be pumped from several places for drinking. Civic body members gathered under the
convenorship of the District Collector to address the issue of waste dumping in the river – both domestic
and industrial. Panchayats were directed to form squads to prevent further pollution.
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BOX:
Mavoor: A Black Dot in the History of Kerala’s Rivers
The Gwalior Rayons Factory by Grasim industries in Mavoor located in the Chaliyar catchment was in
the news in late 1960s to 1970s, triggering off an environmental movement that fought against the
recklessness and negative impacts of the industry. During 1970s the conflict escalated when the company
failed to implement any pollution control measures even after meetings with the state government,
pressure from environmental and local groups and studies by institutes like NEERI for pollution control.
Back in 1979, a CMFRI study reported fish mortality in the Chaliyar river flowing between Elamaram
and Pallikkadavu near Calicut. Information gathered from the inhabitants on the banks of the river
revealed that large quantities of wastewater from the Gwalior Rayons Factory located at Mavoor was
seen discharged into the river through an emergency outlet at Elamaram in March1979. Apart from the
low pH causing the mortality, the disappearance of these fishes from the heavily polluted areas and the
dislocation of the Nereid worms from their habitat suggested the occurrence of some metallic poison in
the water.
In 1991, one of the pipes of the effluent outlet burst at Kayalam and many people were hospitalized. In
1995, three workers died inhaling hydrogen sulphide while repairing a valve on the effluent pipe line. The
paddy lands adjoining the factory site, locals say that the waste water leaked in these fields rendering
them useless, through the pipelines laid by the industry, upstream.
The unit was facing operational problems due to dwindling river flow and the effluent and tidal water
ingress began reaching the fresh water inlet of the unit. The company management found an easy solution
to this by constructing bunds with sand bags at Elamaram, close to the factory. This resulted in tidal
water ingress up to 20 km stretch of the river, mixing with effluent and forming a stagnant pool. Local
resistance paid off, and the industry had to finally shut off in 1999.

2.5 Sand Mining
Despite the 2015 order for Restricted Mining in Chaliyar, sand mining continues. It is possibly the only
river in Kerala where sand is mined from Coastal Regulation Zones (CRZ). In a single panchayat, there
are five to six ‘kadavus’ where illegal mining takes place. Tonnes of sand are being quarried everyday
from the river bed, from 12 panchayats, which are spread across the Malappuram and Kozhikode districts.
Among these, nine are in Malappuram district.
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Map No 4: Map showing the Sand Mining Kadavus on Chaliyar river. Source: Sand Audit report, 2014.

Local people point out that drying up of wells as well as the paddy fields in the panchayat are effects of
unmindful sand mining. Using large nets for sand mining has caused large pits on the river bed, which
have an adverse effect the natural course of the river. The river depth when measured under summer
water level is 13.35m, which is higher than normal. The other major threat in the catchment is laterite &
granite quarrying, which, like sand mining, continues uncontrolled. Loss of forest cover is a direct impact
of quarrying in the upstream catchment of the river.

2.6 Management Efforts
Several groups have formed to work towards river protection and guarding against extreme events of
mining and pollution. The Save Chaliyar Campaign, the Chaliyar Samrakshana Samiti, the Chaliyar
Action Committee and the Society for the Protection of Environment of Kerala are active campaigners.
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3. BHARATAPUZHA
3.1 Profile of the River
Bharatapuzha originates in the eastern slopes ofAnamalai mountains in Tamil Nadu, at an elevation of
2,250 m above MSL and flows in the north-westerly direction through Pollachi in Coimbatore District,
Chittoor, Palakkad, Ottappalam and coastal Ponnani in Kerala. The total drainage area of the basin is
6,186 sq. km out of which nearly 71% lies in the Kerala. On the East the river basin is bound by the
Kaveri basin. Running 209 km long, some of the river’s tributaries are Gayatripuzha, Kannadipuzha,
Kalppathipuzha, Thoothapuzha, and they originate from either side of the Palakkad gap. The surface
water potential of the basin is 7478 cubic metres and the total utilizable yield is 146.4 tmc ft, of which 28
tmc ft is expected from Tamil Nadu.

Map No 5: Drainage map of Bharatapuzha river basin

The river basin covers distinctly different climatic zones - Nelliampathy, from where Mangalapuzha
originates, Thenmala, extending upto Chammanampathy, the source of Gayathri, Chittoorpuzha or
Kannadipuzha that comes down from Tamil Nadu, Korayar from the gaps, Kalpathy from north of the gap
and Thootha, with Kunthi from Silent valley National Park.
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3.2 Biodiversity
The Anamalais are a critical area for biodiversity in the 1,600 long Western Ghats chain. They host
important forest areas including wet evergreen forests and Shola-grassland systems in the higher reaches.
The northern slopes are relatively dry while the Valparai plateau area has one of Tamil Nadu’s highest
recorded rainfall records.
The floral diversity of Anamalai National Park has been estimated to be over 2000 species, of which
about 400 species are of medicinal importance. These forests are also home to the endangered lion tailed
macaque. Riparian evergreen fragments are a good habitat for animals in the dry season.
Bharatapuzha comprises one of the sixteen catchments in the southern Western Ghats that has the highest
species richness and endemism of freshwater taxa (a group of populations of organisms) including fish,
mollusc, and odonates. A total of 116 species of fish have been recorded from the entire river, with three
species being endemic to the river. 28 per cent of fish species (33) that occur in the Bharatapuzha are
endemic to the Western Ghats. Two endemic species Balitora jalpalli and Mesonoemacheilus remadevii
are restricted to the Kunthipuzha stream, a tributary of the Thoothapuzha tributary flowing through the
Silent Valley National Park. Fish experts have found the highest number of threatened species in the
Thoothapuzha tributary (10). More than one tenth of species (12 per cent; 14 species) that occur in the
Bharatapuzha are listed as threatened in the IUCN (International Union for Conservation of Nature) Red
List of Threatened Species. One of them is listed Critically Endangered - Hemibagrus punctatus.
The Silent Valley alone harbors about 2000 species of plants including over 1000 species of flowering
plants belonging to 561 genera and 136 families. Other floral groups include two species of gymnosperms
and about 100 ferns and fern allies, 200 liverworts, 100 mosses, 325 fungi, 75 lichens and nearly 200
species of algae. Degree of endemism is high; about 30 per cent of the plants recorded here are endemic
to the Western Ghats. Added to this is the rich faunal diversity, with 24 species of mammals, 86 species
of birds, 25 species of reptiles, 15 amphibians and 51 species of butterflies.

3.3 Land Use and Dependency
Farming and fishing are the traditional occupations. The upper reaches of the river around the Anamalais
have seen several anthropogenic-dominated landscapes mainly revolving around plantation agriculture rubber, tea and coffee along with coconut groves are seen. In the mid lands the major crops are rice,
banana, tapioca, seasonal vegetables and coconut. Paddy and coconut are the dominant crops in the coast.
Eleven irrigation projects and several surface dams in the river basin cater 4,93,064 ha agriculture.
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The river’s tributaries supply drinking water, although erratic, to several towns in Palakkad, Thrissur and
Malappuram districts. A land use and land cover study conducted using imageries from 1973 to 2005
showed that there is 31% depletion in the natural vegetation cover and 8.7% depletion in wetland
agriculture area were seen in the basin. Urban spread in the basin had increased by 32%. The decline in
natural vegetation was attributed to the forest loss reported in the State (~5000 ha/annum). The figures are
from 11 years ago and have not been updated.

Figure 3: Kunthipuzha flows through a pristine forest within the Silent Valley

A Crusade for Forests
The Silent Valley Hydro Electric Project was proposed in 1970 and was to submerge 8.3 sq km of
pristine evergreen forests. In 1976 the National Committee on Environment Planning and
Coordination (NCEPC) set up a task force which recommends that the project be scrapped, or to
adopt safeguards. The Government argued that the submergence area includes only 10% natural
ecosystems! Conservationists, writers and NGOs protest, spread awareness and continue to oppose
the proposal, in a crusade that lasted over 10 years. The General Assembly f the IUCN urges the
Government to conserve the forest. Salim Ali wrote to authorities saying the project was
‘shortsighted’ and had ‘limited objectives’. Institutions like the BNHS and Geological Survey of
India ask that the area be declared a Natural Bio Reserve.
Pressured by unrelenting mass movements, in 1983 the Project is called off, and in 1986, it is
declared a National Park.
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3.4 Dams
An extensively dammed river, Bharatapuzha has 13 Irrigation Projects along its course, the Aliyar,
Tirumurthi and Malampuzha reservoirs being the largest. Few others are Walayar, Mangalam, Pothundi,
Meenkara, Chuliyar and Kanjirapuzha. A total area of 773 sq km is irrigated by these irrigation projects.
The regulator cum bridge at Thrithala supplies drinking water supply to the temple town of Guruvayoor.
But the structure is also known to cause water stagnancy.

The Pathrakadavu Hydroelectric Project proposed across Kunthipuzha, a tributary of Thoothapuzha is the
Silent Valley proposal in disguise and the local bodies have stood opposed to it so far. The dam, tunnel,
surge and a major portion of the penstock are proposed in the forestland of Mannarkkad Forest Division
and the powerhouse is to be located in a cultivated area with scanty habitation.

3.5 Sand Mining
Over the last three decades, sand mining along the river has been on the rise, causing the sand bed to
disappear and being replaced by grasses and sedges. Estimates say that 2.856 x 106 tonnes of sand are
extracted from 152 Kadavus by 40 LSGs, which is 54.92 times more than the annual replenishment of a
mere 0.052 x 106 tonnes. With almost no sand in many parts of the river, people have started mining sand
from underwater which has become a profitable business for many. Vast troughs have been created in the
riverbeds, where wastes get trapped, causing health hazards. It is predicted that the river may change its
course because of obstruction from vegetation on the river bed.
The riverbed has sunk more than 20 feet in many places. The river now faces significant challenges for its
survival. Most of the year, the river bed is exposed, and even in the monsoon, the river fails to flow full.
Many wetlands, flood plains and sand beds in the lower catchment of the river have been converted to
construction sites, another trend triggered by the growth in urbanization.

3.6 Pollution
There is indiscriminate dumping of domestic and hospital wastes, including untreated sewage, into the
river. An examination of the water of the river by the Kerala Water Authority has revealed that it was not
fit human consumption, with 100 ml of the water containing an average 1,100 coliform bacteria (Water
Authority test, Pattambi town). In May 2016, the National Green Tribunal (NGT) in Kochi directed the
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State Government to constitute an expert committee to study the causes of river pollution in Bharatapuzha
and suggest remedies.

3.7 Management Efforts
Regulations are in place to control hospital waste dumping into the river. Riparian afforestation and
mangrove restoration work could help revive river ecosystems along the course of Bharatapuzha.
Bharatapuzha Samrakshana Samiti once had an active presence under the guidance of Late Sri Indanur
Gopi. Another zealous campaigner is Devdas Cheruthuruthy from Shoranur who has fought against sand
mining on the river.

4. CHALAKUDY
4.1 Profile of the River
Chalakudy is the fifth largest among the west flowing rivers of Kerala. Its major tributaries are the
Sholayar, originating from the Anamalais in Tamil Nadu, the Parambikulam and Kuriarkutty originating
from the Parambikulam plateau, and these after joining together together flow down to first join with
Sholayar at about 2 kms above Orukombankootty, where Karappara, originating from Nelliyampathy
hills, joins. From here, the river is known as Chalakudy puzha. The longest tributary Sholayar originates
from the Valparai hills at an elevation of around 2000 m.
It runs 144km long in Kerala, through Palakkad, Thrissur and Ernakulam districts. The annual yield of
Chalakudy river is 71.8 tmc ft. The total drainage area of the river is 1704 sq km, of which 1404 sq km
lies in Kerala and the rest in Tamil Nadu. The extreme variation in rainfall pattern and distribution across
different altitudes within the river basin has allowed niches for diverse vegetation types to evolve over
time: Parambikulam receives around 1400 mm while Valparai receives 5000 mm.
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Map No 6: Drainage map of Chalakudy river basin

4.2 Biodiversity
One third of the river’s length is occupied by protected areas or forests that support wildlife. The Sholayar
ranges hold a good percentage of Kerala’s evergreen forests. Sholayar forests, submerged by two Hydro
Electric projects, once contained higher biodiversity than the Silent Valley.
Of the 319 species of flowering plants identified, 24 are endemic to the Western Ghats and 10 are rare and
endangered. Riparian vegetation is dominated by species such as Syzigium occidentale, Barringtonia
acutangula, Madhuca neriifolia, Humboldtia vahliana, Mallotusaureo punctatus, Homonoia riparia,
Hopea, Ochlandra, Bambusa, Vateria and Ficus species (the first six are exclusive to riparian habitats).
About 234 species of medicinal plants have been identified in this area of which 12 are threatened.
Fish diversity in Chalakudy river is one of the highest among all rivers of Kerala, with the highest fish
diversity index. There are 108 species of which 5 species were new to science in the year 2000. Sixty one
species were found in low elevation areas (<75 m) 68 species in the midlands (75-500m), 36 species in
the highland (500 - 750m) and 14 species in the high range areas (>750m). Thirty six are endemic to the
Western Ghats, 10 are endemic to the Kerala part of the Western Ghats. The National Bureau of Fish
Genetic Resources has suggested that the upper reaches of the river be declared a Fish Sanctuary way
back in 2000. Efforts are on to declare the Oxbow Lake at Vynthala near Mala town a Community
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Reserve. Also recorded from the river basin are 170 species of butterflies and 231 species of birds. The
river basin also holds three IBAs (Important Bird Areas) and encompasses the Anamudi Elephant Reserve
No. 9. From Parambikulam Valley (presently Tiger Reserve) to the Pooyamkutty-Idamala Valley, north to
south, lies a frequently elephant movement path, which traverses through Vazhachal area. In fact,
Vazhachal Forest Division has the maximum elephant density among all the Forest Divisions under the
Elephant Reserves.
A study by the French Institute of Pondicherry has identified the Vazhachal Forest Division as one with
high conservation value (75%), indicative of its rich biodiversity. In the stretch between
Orukombankootty to Athirappilly there is a continuous patch of riparian evergreen forests, and number of
islets with emergent trees and wildlife, although the continuity is lost at Poringalkuthu reservoir and just
below that.
This stretch of river holds the record for maximum number of fish, bird and other animal species. The
cane turtle, an endemic and endangered species, is found in good numbers. Surveys on nocturnal
mammals in the Athirappilly - Vazhachal forests have revealed the presence of four species namely,
Indian Giant Flying Squirrel (Petaurista philippensis), Travancore flying squirrel (Petinomys
fuscocapillus fuscocapillus), Brown palm civet (Paradoxurus jerdonii) and Slender loris (Loris
lydekkeranius malabaricus). Four species of hornbills are also found in the Anamalai–Parambikulam–
Vazhachal region - Malabar Pied Hornbill (Anthracoceros coronatus), Indian Grey Hornbill (Ocyceros
birostris), Malabar Grey Hornbill (Ocyceros griseus), and the Great Hornbill (Buceros bicornis). Some
amphibians such as the torrent frog Micrixaluss axicolus recorded from the area are confined only to the
boulders submerged in the water course.

4.3 Land Use and Dependency
There are pristine undisturbed stretches of riparian forest in the upper catchment of the river. The
Sholayar’s northern region is composed of Nelliampathy hills. Forest continuity is maintained westward
by the Vazhachal and Chalakudy forests, the Peechi- Vazhani Wildlife Sanctuary in the north, and the
Parambikulam Tiger Reserve in the east.
Historically, the forests of Nelliampathy and Valparai went through the first deforestation in the mid-19th
century. The Cochin Forest Tramway in early 20th century resulted in denudation of almost the entire
Parambikulam valley. The grow-more food campaign of 1940s saw lower reaches of forests being
converted into farm lands. Dam construction, which began in early 1950s had its share in fragmentation
of remaining forest stretches. These dams paved way for further deforestation by creating accessibility to
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inner forests. Considerable area in Vazhachal Forest Division have been converted to forest plantations
for timber as part of the Forest Department Policy. The Plantation Corporation of Kerala has large tracts
of riparian forest converted to oil palm and rubber plantations. Deforestation in the upper catchments had
its impact on river flow. Many of the streams dry up in summer. Good riparian vegetation is rare in the
lower zones due to high disturbance caused by anthropogenic activities.
Twenty seven species (among the 104 recorded) are identified as good edible fishes. Indigenous
communities engage in large scale fishing, it can be called sustainable. There used to be a large inland
fishing community in the downstream of Chalakudy.
The river is a lifeline for about ten lakh people, with both traditional and contemporary needs – fishing,
irrigation, domestic use and so on. Change in land use in the river catchment is visible along the river’s
course. Intrusion of unnatural elements in the river and forests, occurrence of fire and overgrazing,
aquaculture in land and water, tourism related influx of people (at Vazhachal and Athirappilly waterfalls)
and pollution – add to the problem.

Figure 4: The Athirappilly waterfalls on Chalakudy river is an international tourist destination
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4.4 Indigenous Communities
Once, the entire forested catchments of the river were inhabited by Kadar, a primitive and vulnerable
indigenous people, restricted to these valleys alone. They depend on the forest for food and expert
fishermen and honey hunters. Starting with Revenue Plantations in Valparai and Nelliampathy, and forest
plantations in Parambikulam and Vachachal, followed by dams and related infrastructure, they have been
continuously displaced. Presently they have a scattered distribution in the region. In the last ten years they
have been absorbed into Vana Samrakshana Samithis and EDCs along with the Malai Malasar and
Muthuvar tribes. Tribal Welfare Society receives the collected NTFP from the tribal groups through their
collection centres.
In an important milestone asserting the rights and responsibilities of indigenous people on forest and river
conservation and sustainable use of resources, in 2014, nine settlements of the Vazhachal forest division
have been granted Community Forest reserve rights on 400 sq km as per the provisions of the Forest
Rights Act 2006. They are gradually evolving into a rights based community.

4.5 Dams
There are six dams on Chalakudy. The first dam was for Poringalkuthu Hydro-electric project,
commissioned in 1957. This is the only dam in the main river, others being in various tributaries. During
1960s five more dams were constructed as part of the inter-state Parambikulam- Aliyar Project (PAP).
About 75% of the total yield of the catchments of these dams (about 500sq km) is thus diverted.
Four of these dams, the Tamilnadu Sholayar (Upper Sholayar), the Parambikulam, the Thunakadavu and
the Peruvarippallam dams were constructed and are kept by Tamilnadu. Kerala built the Kerala Sholayar
dam as part of PAP. Part of flood waters at Poringalkuthu reservoir is diverted to Idamalayar reservoir in
the adjacent Periyar basin since middle 1990s.
There is a diversion weir at Thumboormuzhi, about 15kms east of Chalakudy, as part of the Chalakudy
River Diversion Scheme (CRDS), a major irrigation scheme catering to a command area of 14000 ha in
two districts. This had started partial operation even before the first dam in the river. Presently it is
inadequate to meet the irrigation and drinking needs from CRDS. Apart from these, there are 48 lift
irrigation schemes, and more than 650 private pumps, lifting water directly from the river for irrigation.
About 30 drinking water schemes also dot the river.
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BOX:
The River Refuses to be Dammed
Athirappilly Project has proven itself to be ecologically, socially and economically unviable.
Two EIAs were carried out (TBGRI in 1996, and WAPCOS 2002) were inadequate with factual errors
leading to over estimation of hydrological potential and underestimation of environmental and social
impacts.
Athirappilly is a unique case where the High Court of Kerala has intervened three times (2001, 2005 and
2007). Once, suspending the project, second, squashing, and the third time on the lapse of the
Environment Clearance Period.
Two court ordered Public Hearings were held where local self-government members from the various
Panchayats in the river basin, other stakeholders, and scientists rejected the project on merit and the
basis of socio-economic issues.
Two Satyagrahas were held in 2005 and 2008 in Athirappilly as a protest by the local people.
Due to the consistent opposition, a State Legislative sub-committee on Environment visited the project
site for detailed feedback.
In 2007, Prof Shastri Committee, sub-committee of the EAC RVP (River Valley Committee) also visited
the area and got excellent feedback against the project from the indigenous people and other locals.
However their report did not contain a single word on environmental impact.
In January 2010, Jairam Ramesh, Minister of Environment and Forests issued a show-cause notice
asking why the clearance was granted in 2007 should not be rejected.
The project was handed over to WGEEP led by Prof Gadgil which stated a categorical No to the project,
while the High Level Working Group gave a partial nod to the project provided the ecological flows are
adequate.
In May 2015 the Kerala High Court closed the PI pending since 2007 and directed that the 2007
environmental clearance has expired.
By the end of the same year, Ms Geetha, the Vazhachal Tribal Chieftan and the Ooru Koottam Grama
Sabha filed separate PILs in the High Court of Kerala challenging the Decision of the MoEF.
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The proposed Athirappilly Hydro-Electric project is envisaged to be 23 m in height and 311 m in length.
The water spread area would be 104 ha, whereas the total forest area required would be 138 ha.
Two penstocks will be provided to the power house with an installed capacity of 160 MW, including dam
toe powerhouse. The KSEB claims a discharge of 7.65 cumec for 20 hours and 36-38 cumecs (for four
hours) from Poringalkuthu HE Project even after the Athirappilly Project is implemented, thus not
impacting the CRDS. The Chalakudy Puzha Samrakshana Samithi (CPSS) challenges these figures and
points out that the impact will be more severe, and that this variation (7.65-38 cumec) itself would affect
irrigation. According to them, quoting the figures of the 2003 DPR (flow series from 1970-71 to 200102), the present discharge through the river from December to April is 14.92 cumec. Based on the
maintenance schedule of generators at Poringalkuthu, the average flow for 20 hours between December
and April is 13.25 cumec and that for four hours is 25-31 cumec. If the project comes through, the 20
hours flow will reduce from the average of 13.25 cumec to 7.65 cumec, and that for four hours will
increase to about 50 cumec. This will have a negative influence on irrigation from the CRDS. The change
in the flow pattern would also affect the ground water in the catchments of the ayacut which in turn would
affect the availability of drinking water in the area.
The River Research Centre has pointed out that the diversion of water for power generation would affect
the ecology of the system, especially the area between the dam site and the point where the tail race
waters joins the Chalakudy river, a stretch of 7.89 km. The water flow in this sector would be only 7.65
cumec throughout the year. The dam will submerge 28.5 ha of these riparian forests (220-250 m above
sea level) which in turn are the core area and best sample of the existing riparian vegetation in this
region (140-220 m above sea level).
The proposed Athirappilly HE project can have serious repercussions on the biodiversity of the region.
The riparian stretch that would be submerged is habitat to the rare species of birds, arboreal mammals
and amphibians mentioned in the Biodiversity section above. Certain species of fish migrate upstream
while some do so downstream to complete their annual life cycle; construction of the dam will directly
affect the survival of these species.
In the last five years majority of the political parties have passed resolutions against the Project. In all
probability there is no chance of the project ever being revived.
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4.6 Pressures on the River
Fragmentation of the river course by dams, deterioration of upper catchments and riparian forest stretches,
pollution and sand mining have taken a toll on the river’s ecological health. In the upper catchments
around Valparai and Nelliampathy, there is an explicit change in the regional climate and rainfall pattern.
Valparai is considered to be high rainfall area (up to 5000m) over the years, and has considerably reduced
with an increase in summer temperatures. In Nelliampathy too there is drastic change: an area that
received rainfall for 8 months now gets an average 3 months. These patterns have affected the
productivity in the plantations that are highly climate sensitive. This can be attributed to a combination of
general climate change and high degradation of surrounding forests.

4.7 Sand Mining
The commercial quarrying of sand began at Chalakudy before it had started in other rivers. Large
quantities of sand deposits that had accumulated over the past millenniums were extracted in 1960s for
the construction of the NH47 bridge and approach roads on either side. Sand extraction by private parties
began since late 1970s and gained momentum in 1980s and 1990s. Over 0.92 x 10

6

tonnes of sand

extraction was estimated from 49 kadavus of 9 LSGs, 76.66 times the annual replenishment of 0.012 x 10
6

tonnes. Saline ingress was reported even upto Chalakudy town. Within two decades almost the entire

sand deposit was removed. The sand mining centres are higher in number in midlands (298) than
lowlands (141).The river bed had lowered by an average of 6-8 meters at many places in the midland
area, surface water level by 2 – 4 meters and the ground water level has fallen by 2.5 m. The recent sand
audit shows no sand deposit in the river.

4.8 Pollution
Limed ossien from the controversial Nitta Gelatin India Limited, a company which makes ossien, used to
make gelatin for medicinal purposes and is a major source of pollution. Heavy metals have been reported
in sediment samples collected from the river, as also traces of Manganese, Lead, Nickel, Zinc, Copper
and Cadmium. The waste generated from a paper mill, and two amusement parks in the basin are also
pumped into the river. Low dissolved oxygen, abnormal colour and offensive odour were reported in the
Kanjirapally area of the river basin and this has been attributed to the discharge of effluents from industry.
From Koodapuzha and Kanjirapally, pesticide residues are suspected. There is also the issue of clay
mining, transportation of mined clay and its processing near Chalakudy bridge.
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4.9 Restoration Efforts
Some favorable factors makes Chalakudy river as better suited to pilot in the integrated river revival
programme proposed by RRC and CPSS. Foremost is the fact that most part of the upper catchments still
remains with the Kerala Forest Department, making regeneration of degraded forests/ gradual conversion
of forest plantations into natural forests at feasible locations easier to attempt without any social or legal
hurdles. Unlike some other rivers, the pollution load as well as potential in this river is still within
manageable limits. The communities that inhabit the river basin are aware of river related facts and
threats, and are already stewards of river conservation as part of the Athirappilly campaign.
The Chalakudy Puzha Samrakshana Samithi has proposed an integrated river revival and management
plan that addresses several aspects: catchment area re-forestation, pollution control, maintaining
environmental flows in the river, synchronisation of operations of various projects, conservation of
aquatic fauna, better management of available water resources, GP level as well as river basin level water
resource assessment and budgeting integration of community interests with river conservation.

5. PERIYAR
5.1 Profile of the River
Kerala’s second largest river, Periyar has its origin in the Sivagiri peaks (1830m MSL) of Sundaramala in
Tamil Nadu. Another source is at Anayirangal in Devikulam taluk of Idukki district, and two others in
Munnar and Devikulam. It traverses a length of 244 km, over rocky hills in a northerly direction. Its
catchment area is 5398 sq km (5284 sq km in Kerala and 114 sq km in the Anamalai hills of Tamil Nadu)
and the total utilizable yield of the river is 290.6 tmc ft, of which 226 tmc ft is from Tamil Nadu. There is
huge disparity between monsoon and summer discharge rates in the river.
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Map No 7: Drainage map of the Periyar river basin

The major tributaries of the river are: Mullayar, which joins the river at an elevation of 854 m above
MSL, Perumthurai Aar, Kattapanayar, which joins at an elevation of 640 m above MSL, Cherutohnniyar,
Chittar, Perinjankutty Aar, Muthirapuzha, Thottiyar and Idamalayar. From Bhootathankettu the river
flows through the plains along Kalady, up to Aluva, where it forks into: Mangalapuzha which joins
Chalakudy river, and Marthandavarma which passes though Eloor and discharges into the backwaters of
Vembanad at Varapuzha. The wetland system of Vembanad is the largest of its kind on the west coast of
India. The river, after forming various islands, finally joins the Cochin estuary.

5.2 Biodiversity
Forests occupy nearly 1500 sq km (28%) of the basin area. Around the Periyar reservoir in the Periyar
Tiger Reserve (PTR), which extends further west into the Pamba basin and south in to the forests of
Achankovil Division, the dominant forest type is wet evergreen forests. Up in the Shola grasslands of the
river basin are found endemics like the Nilgiri Thar (Hemitragus bylocrius) and an endemic orchid
(Habenaria periyarensis). PTR is also one of the most ecologically diverse regions in India. Of the 3800
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species of angiosperms of Kerala, 1966 are found within the Reserve. Apart from this, the reserve also
contains an estimated 323 species of birds, 38 species of fish and 44 species of reptiles.
A total of 84 fish species were known to occur in the entire course of Periyar. The Periyar lake-stream
system harbours endemic species. A high percentage of diet overlap exists between native fish species
like Tor khudree, Gonoproktopterus curmuca, Lepidopygopsis typus and exotic species like Tilapia
(Oreochromis mossambicus) and Common carp (Cyprinus carpio).
Thattekad Bird Sanctuary is an evergreen low-land forest located between the branches of Periyar River,
and is well known since Salim Ali’s times to be a haven for the Ceylon frogmouth, an endemic bird.
The Vembanad lake, into which Periyar drains along with five major rivers, is a wetland assigned
international importance under the definition of the Ramsar Convention for the conservation and
sustainable use of wetlands. It is home to more than 20,000 waterfowls, the third largest such population
in India.

5.3 Land Use And Human Dependency
A large part of the forest area in Periyar river basin has been cleared for various developmental activities.
In the highland region, the major human activities are connected with plantation, hydroelectric projects
and new settlements in the Idukki district. The upper reaches of the river basin (Udumpenchola,
Peerumedu and Devikulam) have been converted to plantations: cardamom and mixed tree crops occupy
an area of 322 sq km and 2176 sq km respectively, and the Kannan Devan Hills Plantations Company
owns the maximum land in the Periyar catchment, with tea alone occupying 240 sq km.
The indigenous communities (Mannans, Uralis, Paniyas, Malayar and Malampandarams) practice shifting
cultivation, collect fish, honey and other non-timber forest produce to support their living. While the
foothills are cultivated with rubber, coconut and pepper, the midland belt farmers grow paddy, coconut
and plantain.
Various types of fin fishes and shell fishes of high economic value are exploited by river side
communities. Fishes such as Horabagrus brachysoma are overfished in the Periyar River through
artisanal fishery. Survival and livelihoods of a large population depends on the Vembanad lake near the
river mouth. Fishery resources from this region are a chief source of income for thousands of families.
Apart from fishing and other sources of livelihood, Idukki and Eranakulam districts of Kerala derive
major benefits from Periyar including power generation, drinking water, agricultural development,
industrial development, inland navigation, tourism promotion and sand for construction. The water supply
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schemes of important towns like Cochin, Aluva, Perumbavur and Parur are derived from Periyarriver.
The river also supplies water to rural areas in the panchayats of Maradu, Mulanthuruthy, Kadamakudy,
Udayamperur and Puthencruz. In all, the domestic supply covers a population of 32.27 lakhs with a
demand of 520 million litres/day.

5.4 Dams
There are 17 dams built on the Periyar, impounding 47 % of the river’s net mean annual runoff. None of
the dams in the basin was built for flood control, but scientists say that the total volume of the
impoundments would likely affect the flood magnitude. Diverted water is mainly used for power
generation and irrigation. A major portion of Periyar water is diverted to Tamil Nadu from Mullaperiyar
Dam. Idukki Dam on the Periyar has a generator with a power output of 780 MW. The dam stores water
for the dry summer period when many other reservoirs in the area are low. The six power projects in river
Periyar are Pallivasal, Senkulam, Panniyar, Neriyamangalam, Idukki and Idamalayar.

The collections from streams originating in Munnar are stored at Kundala and Mattupetty dams,
the overflow of which joins Kannimalai and Nallathanni at Munnar, after which the river is
tunneled down to Pallivasal for power generation. The stream from Anayirangal in Devikulam
taluk of Idukki district is diverted to Ponmudi. The tail water from Ponmudi and Vellathuval
joins Muthirappuzhayar and is then dammed at Kallarkutty, supplying water to the
Neriyamangalam hydroelectric project. The river finally reaches Thattekad water spread area of
PVIP (Periyar Valley Irrigation Project). Of the tributaries originating in Devikulam, Idamalayar
tail waters joins with Pooyamkutty river at Kootical and flows down as Kuttampuzha river into
Bhoothathankettu.
For almost half a century from 1940, the entire electricity needs of Kerala state was met through hydroelectric projects (HEPs). The story starts with the commissioning of Pallivasal HEP in the Periyar basin in
1940 and Periyar has remained as the major source of hydropower for the state. At present, the state has a
total installed hydropower capacity of more than 2000 MW including 12 major projects (with capacity
above 25 MW) and some Small Hydro Projects. Seven of these major projects, with a total installed
capacity of 1233 MW are in Periyar. Tamil Nadu also generates hydropower using diverted waters from
Mullaperiyar and Nirar.
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Map No 8: Map that shows the important dams in Periyar river basin

The transfer of the Periyar river water to Muvattupuzha basin has resulted in loss of environmental flows
below Mullaperiyar and Idukki, and slimming of the river downstream of the dam. Immediately
downstream of Idukki and lower Periyar projects, the river is almost non-existent.
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BOX:
Mullaperiyar: The never ending debate
Hailed wrongly by many as a success story in inter-state water sharing, the Mullaperiyar water diversion
was the first major inter-state diversion in India. The Periyar Lease Deed was signed between the British
India Government and the erstwhile Travancore Kingdom. The agreement leased out 8000 plus 100 acres
of land in Travancore to the Madras Presidency, along with “all waters flowing through over or from the
said tract of land” for 999 years, in leau of a lease rent of Rs. 5 per acre (to be adjusted towards the
royalty payable by the Travancore Kingdom to the British India Government). Following the lease
agreement, the 155 ft high (FRL 152 Ft), 1200 ft long Mullaperiyar dam was constructed in 1895. The
dam, reservoir and its catchment fall entirely within the state of Kerala. For the last 121 years, the entire
yield of the reservoir is being diverted to Tamil Nadu, except for occasional flood discharges in to the
original river. After independence and after States reorganisation, Kerala and Tami Nadu signed
supplementary agreement, retaining most of the conditions of the original lease deed. This 1970
agreement provided right to Tamil Nadu to generate electricity with the diverted waters (despite an
earlier order by an umpire against TN using water for any purpose other than irrigation) for a paltry
royalty of 0.137 paise per unit (Rs. 12 for kilowatt year, that is 8760 units). The lease amount was revised
to Rs. 30 per acre.

Since late 1970s, the Mullaperiyar dam is at the centre of a bitter conflict between the two States. Citing
age of the dam and the materials used to build the dam, the state of Kerala has raised concerns about the
safety of the dam. In 1979, in the aftermath of the Morby disaster, the Central Water commission had
ordered reduction of maximum water level from 152 ft to 136 ft, thereby reducing the gross storage by
close to 30 percent (From 15.66 tmc ft to 11.2 tmc ft)

Some minor to medium seismic activity in the region in recent years aggravated the fear of people living
below the dam. The Kerala state is now proposing a new dam to replace the existing one. It says that it
will continue to supply water to TN. On the other side, Tamil Nadu fears that any change in existing
arrangements may deny water to them. The issue had witnessed legal battles and public agitations from
both sides.

In 2014, the Supreme Court ruled that the 119 year old dam is safe. It also allowed Tamil Nadu to raise
the maximum water level to 142 ft., despite the fact that the actual average volume of water diverted to
Tamil Nadu after 1979, when the water level was reduced to 136 ft. was actually higher than that in the
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preceding years. Tamil Nadu is now trying to get the water level raised to 152 ft.
This is only the sketch of a long story. We would only like to highlight some unfortunate/ unacceptable
stances taken by all the stakeholders involved.
·

The Periyar, below the dam, has been denied its ecological flows all these years. None of the
parties seems to consider this aspect.

·

The recipient State has unfortunately turned a blind eye to the genuine fears of the people living
below the dam (Whether the dam is safe or not can be debated by experts, but the fear, due to
perceived threat to the structure is real), when they keep demanding raising the water level,
despite the fact that they were getting their share of water at the reduced water level.

·

In the interest of constructing a new dam, the state of Kerala has been refusing to listen to other
ecologically and economically better options, suggested by civil society groups, to find a
permanent solution to the issue.

·

The Supreme Court verdict has been criticised by Sri Ramaswamy Iyer on multiple grounds. It is
quite unfortunate that the SC did not find it a fit case for invoking the precautionary principle.

5.5 Human Pressures
Indiscriminate deforestation, domestic-agricultural- industrial water pollution, excessive exploitation of
resources, large scale sand mining and constant interferences in the flow of water are all issues
threatening the river health. Navigation has almost come to a halt. The saline water intrusion reaches 20
to 25 kms upstream upto the town of Kalady, and is attributed to the low discharge rate and deepening of
the river bed due to exhaustive sand mining recklessly. Drinking water shortages became a problem in
Greater Cochin region. Urban sewage, agricultural run-off and industrial waste continue to threaten the
river’s existence.

5.6 Sand Mining
Periyar, like all other rivers in Kerala, faces sand mining, leading to instability in the river ecosystem and
physiology. The riverbed in the storage zone has lowered at a rate of 7–15 cm/ year. 6.94 x 106 tonnes of
sand are extracted from 319 kadavus by 39 LSGs, with an annual replenishment rate just 0.082 x 106
tonnes. This extraction is 84.6 times more than replenishment.
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5.7 Pollution
All the towns along the river right from the hill tourism township upstream to downstream dump
domestic waste and untreated sewage into the river. The Cochin corporation sewage treatment system is
inadequate and the untreated organic and inorganic refuse is discharged into the backwaters.
Heavy chemical input plantation crops dominate the upstream catchment of Periyar. The pesticide and
chemical run-off from agricultural field and plantations has led to an increased nitrate, sulphate,
phosphate composition of the river water. Besides, extensive farming activities and removal of natural
vegetation from catchment over the years has caused problems of soil erosion and frequent landslides.
Industrial pollution poses a serious threat to the riverine ecosystem in lower reaches of Periyar, about
15kms upstream from the backwaters of Cochin, where almost 250 small and big industries dot the river.
They are concentrated between Angamaly and Cochin, and are into production of fertilizers and
pesticides, petroleum refining and heavy metal processing, radioactive mineral processing, rubber
processing, tallow extraction, battery manufacturers, mercury products, acid manufacturers, pigment and
latex production. The industries of Edayar-Eloor area consume about 1,90,000 cubic metres of water per
day and discharge 75 percent of this as waste water along with a variety of pollutants. Greenpeace India
describes the lower Periyar as a ‘Global Toxic Hotspot’, a cesspool of toxins, with alarming levels of
hazardous chemicals – ammonia, DDT, trivalent chromium, cyanide, endosulfan and BHC to name a few.
There is proven radio-active contamination in the river, which has been detected in fish species.
It is understood that incidence of cancer is 2.85 times higher in the Eloor-Edayar region in comparison
with other areas. Children are 2.64 times more at risk of being malformed due to congenital and
chromosomal aberrations. Death attributed to bronchitis in Eloor - Edayar is also higher by 3.4 times.
Allergic dermatitis and stomach ulcers are also very common.

5.8 Management Efforts
Greenpeace appointed a ‘river keeper’ for Periyar (from 2002-07) to monitor the entire stretch of the river
and to check harmful activities such a dumping of garbage, encroachments on the river and sand-mining.
In order to save Periyar from total destruction, an action plan project was submitted to the government in
1997. Conservation and efficient management of water resources have been asserted time and again by
Government as well as non-Government agencies. Despite repeated assurances from authorities the
Periyar Action Plan still remains a dream.
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6. PAMBA
6.1 Profile of the River
The Pamba originates at Pulachimalai hill in the Peerumedu plateau in the Western Ghats at an altitude of
1,650 m and its catchment area is about 2,235 sq km. The headwaters of Pamba are regarded as most
diverse and pristine in the upper reaches. Flowing 176 km long, the river is charged by about 288 rivulets
and streams, Kakkiyar, Kallar, Azhuthai and Pamba to name a few tributaries. Pamba flows through
Ranni, Ayroor, Chengannur, Kuttanad, Karthikapally and Ambalapuzha Taluks and is joined by the
Achankovil river before emptying into the Vembanad lake. It drains Kuttanad, prime rice cultivating
region of Kerala. The river shares its northern boundary with Manimala river basin, and the southern
boundary with Achankovil river basin.

Map No 9: Drainage map of Pamba river basin

6.2 Biodiversity
The upper catchment is composed of dense, evergreen and moist-deciduous forests in the south-western
corner of the Periyar Tiger Reserve (PTR) which has a spread of 777sq km. These forests are habitat for
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several endangered species of birds and animals such as the Nilgiri langur (Semnopithecus johnii), the
Malabar giant squirrel (Ratufa indica) and pied hornbill (Buceros bicornis). In the wetlands downstream
in Kuttanad, the diversity of resident and migrant birds is high.
The fish fauna of Pamba river has been well documented: 79 species belonging to 31 families have been
reported. Of those, 69 species are indigenous and 10 are non-natives. In the IUCN classification 30
species are listed as threatened of which 5 species Labeo dussumieri, Puntius denosnii, Horabagrus
brachysoma, Tor khudree and Hypselobarbus curmuca belong to the endangered group. Twenty six
species of fishes were identified in the exploited fishery category. Two species have gone extinct from the
river - Clarias dussumieri and Channa punctatus. Exotic fishes, unethical fishing practices, damming and
severe pollution contribute to fish population imbalances in the river.

6.3 Land Use and Dependency
One of the traditional livelihoods, both upstream and in the floodplains, is fishing. Kuttanad wetlands,
which is formed of the sand brought down by the various rivers draining into Vembanad, is where
traditional paddy farming was practised. These artificially reclaimed wetlands play an important role in
the socio-economic status of local people.
Most towns in the river basin depend on the river for drinking water needs: the river houses 18 major
drinking water supply schemes. An important pilgrim centre Sabarimala temple, located in the upper
Pamba River catchment (a mature evergreen forest), derives all its water needs from the river.
A cumulative study of rivers draining into the Vembanad lake shows the area as water stressed. Apart
from Pamba, degradation of the other five rivers draining into the lake has taken a toll on the wetland
ecosystem, fishery, aquatic diversity and rice farming in the region.

6.4 Dams
It flows in between Manimala river on the right and Achancovil on the left, and at the tail end reaches
Onattukara and eastern fringes of the paddy fields in Kuttanad. The Sabarigiri Hydro Electric project in
the upstream part of the river has three dams – Kakki, Ananthodu and Pamba. Together with the
Sabarigiri Augmentation on Gavi, Meenar and Kallar, the HEP’s installed capacity is 300 MW and the
firm energy potential is 1338 MU. The Augmentation is likely to have diversion structures in future.
The Pamba dam is 57.2 m high and 281 m wide. The Pamba Valley Irrigation project in Pattanamthitta
district utilises the tail race water of Sabarigiri Hydro Electric project for irrigation purposes. The tail race
water is let into the river Kakkad and is picked up at Maniyar by a barrage. The water thus collected is
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diverted through a canal on the left bank of the river. The potential of the project is 21,135 ha in Ranni,
Kozhencherry, Mallappally and Thiruvalla taluks in Pathanamthitta district and Chengannur,
Mavelikkara, Karthikappilly and Kayamkulam taluks in Alappuzha district. The utilizable yield of the
project is 3164 cubic metres. Its ayacut area spans over Kottayam, Pathanamthitta and Alappuzha
districts. A study in 2001 revealed that water did not reach the western end where the main benefit claims
were made. In some areas, canals cut across the valley caused waterlogging upstream.
The Maniyar Dam (Masonry Barrage) is on Kakkad stream has a catchment area of 280 sq km. Here there
is a 21 MW Small Hydro Project and at Kakkad, there is a 50 MW project. Allumkal and Karikayam are
two small hydro projects that are currently under construction.
BOX:
PAVLP: Where Kerala took a Stance
The Pamba Achankovil Vaipar Link (PAVLP) was proposed in the Peninsular River Development Scheme
on the basis of a study conducted by the National Water Development Agency (NWDA) in the Pamba and
Achencoil two decades ago. The study, which was conducted in the 80s reports that Pamba and Achankoil
had 3,127 million cubic metres of surplus water, after meeting all requirements of the State. The Link
envisaged diverting 634 mcm of water from these two rivers to the water-deficit Vaipar basin, to irrigate
an area of 91,400 ha in the drought-prone districts of Tirunelveli, Virudhunagar, and Tuticorin, and
generate 1,114 million units (mu) of hydel energy annually.
The three PAVLP dams would submerge 2,004 ha of land, including 1,398 ha of virgin forests. The project,
if implemented, would affect the wetland ecology of Vembanad. Moreover the transfer of water from the
Pamba and the Achencovil to the Vaipar river basin would prejudicially affect the rights and interests of
Kerala and the people living in the downstream reaches.
Most importantly, there is no more water flowing in Pamba to meet the needs of the population already
dependent on it. Though efforts are on at the Centre to implement PAVLP, it would be unacceptable for
Kerala.
IMPACT OF HUMAN PRESSURES

6.5 Sand Mining
It is estimated that the river bed has been lowered to about 1.23m in Pamba river during 1985-2000
(8cm/yr). This is attributed to the heavy extent of sand mining upstream as well as downstream. About
0.84 x 10 6 tonnes is the extraction estimated from 64 kadavus of 21 LSGs, which is 30 times the annual
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replenishment rate of 0.028 x10 6 tonnes. The indiscriminate sand mining from the riverbed over the past
three to four decades has irreparably damaged the riverine system. The lowering of water level and
exposed mud banks on the river bed is turning into a threat to the various snake boat races held in the
river annually. The sand mining from the river had also damaged the breeding grounds of fishes

6.6 Tourism And Pollution
The high level of pollution in the Pamba during the annual pilgrim season (in December) at Sabarimala is
posing a serious health hazard to lakhs of people living in the downstream reaches up to Chengannur.
This includes periodic flushing of the squalid waters from the Pamba bathing ghats. What is shocking is
that the Kerala Forests and Wildlife Department is under pressure to denotify parts of the Tiger Reserve
as well as the adjoining reserve forests to facilitate more pilgrims. Streams clogged with plastics and used
clothes of pilgrims are a common sight and trees are often drilled into to erect lamps. Elephants have been
found dead in the riparian forest with post mortem reports suggesting that ingesting plastics has caused
the death.
The major reason for water and land pollution is the inadequacy in infrastructure, sanitation and transport.
Discharge of hazardous wastes into the river at Cheriyanavattom and human excreta through Njunangar
stream was recorded over 12 years back. Despite the flushing of the Pamba bathing Ghats on alternate
days, the average coliform count at the Pamba-Triveni was 60,000 to 70,000 per 100 ml, mainly due to
the heavy inflow of filth through the Njunangar and Kakkathode streams. Enormous amounts of wastes
generated from commercial activities of hotels, lodges and offices also find their way into the river; a
2002 estimate reported 20-25 tonnes of plastic alone are discharged into the river.
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Figure 5: An assessment team visits the Njunangar stream in the upper reaches of Pamba, seen here clogged with pollutants

More than one research study on Pamba’s water quality has revealed that the Biological Oxygen Demand
(BOD), Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD), Total Coliform (TC) and Feacal Coliform (FC) are
dangerously above tolerance level. The levels were higher during post-monsoon (immediately succeeding
the pilgrim season) than in the pre-monsoon and monsoon. This has an adverse effect on aquatic life,
since it overlaps with their breeding season. Trace elements were also found to be present in water
samples.

6.7 Land Use Change
In recent years there has been a boom in construction in the lower catchment. This is directly related to
sand mining and to a big scale livelihood shift from agriculture. Estimates say that Vembanad backwaters,
into which the Pamba drains, has shrunk by almost 12000 ha.
The wetlands of Pamba are facing a change in terms of the function they perform and the biodiversity
they represent. An example is the Varaalchal wetland in Koyipram Panchayat of Pathanamthitta district.
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On either bank lived thousands of households that depended on it for sustenance and water security. With
commercial exploitation by way of private land holdings and illegal sand mining to meet the civil
construction industry demands and intense building activity, the streams that connected wetlands to the
river began to diminish, eventually leading to degradation of wetlands like Varaalchal. Once a rich fish
resource and extensive paddy cultivable wetland of about 500 acres, Varaalchal is now a mere stagnation
of weeds and sewage. Similarly the Aranmula puncha (wetlands) where paddy was grown traditionally
has been waterlogged due to check dam across the Valiyathodu stream. The stream was a natural flood
escape route between Pamba and Aranmula puncha. The situation only got worse when the
Karivaramthodu stream was illegally converted for the controversial Aranmula Airport Project.
Agricultural activities in these places stopped twenty years back. In early 2000s, the paddy cultivation had
already come down by 50%. Reduction was also recorded in fish and prawn culture.

6.8 Management Efforts
Pamba is the first river in Kerala to be included in the National River Conservation Programme (NRCP).
The `Pamba Action Plan', which is intended to improve the quality of water in the Pamba, has adopted a
three-pronged strategy to cope with the pollution in this river. Construction of sewage treatment plants
along the river course, building check dams to improve water flow and conduct awareness programs to
sensitise people to the problems of river pollution.
The Pamba River Basin Authority Act came into being in 2009. It is ‘an Act to provide for the
constitution of an Authority in the State for the conservation of water resources in the Pamba River and its
basins as an integral unit and matters connected therewith or incidental thereto’. Neither the existing
Water Policy nor Pamba Action Plan address ecological aspects. They do not also address reform
processes needed to manage the resource. The legal framework is not fully enforced to address issues of
water resources, such as those caused by sand mining. There is immense potential to tap into the NRCP’s
resources to better conserve and manage the river.
Pamba Parirakshana Samiti, led by NK Sukumaran Nair, has been campaigning in the region for the past
25 years, towards better management and revival of the river. The Government of Kerala has taken an
initiative in 2016 to revive paddy farming in 483 acres of the Aranmula puncha wetlands. Part of this
land was earmarked for the Aranmula Airport Project. This will mean restoration of streams like
Karuvaramthodu and Kozhithodu for the puncha land to be drained for paddy farming.
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7. EAST FLOWING KABINI
7.1 Profile of the River
The river originates in the Banasura hills in southern Waynad at an altitude of about 1900 m, traversing a
course of 56 km in Kerala. Panamaram stream originates in Lakkidi and Mananthavady stream in the
Banasura hills; they merge at Koodalkadavu near Payyamballi. The other main tributaries are Noolpuzha,
Periya and Kannaradam thodu. The river branches again before joining as one near Chekali just after
Kuruva island. The river flows eastward to join Bavali river and then it is called Kabini before joining
Kaveri at Tirumakudalu Narsipura in Karnataka. Between Kabini reservoir and Kuruva island, Kalindi
river joins Kabini. Kalindi originates in the Brahmagiri hills, into which Papanasini stream merges near
Tirunelli temple. Taraka and Nugu are the two small rivers in Heggadadevanakote Taluk that join the
Kabini. The river’s catchment area is 1920 sq km on the eastern slopes of the Western Ghats. Together
the tributaries drain the entire district of Waynad.

Map No 10: Drainage map of Kabini river basin
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7.2 Biodiversity
Wayanad Wildlife sanctuary is ecologically and geographically continuous with Bandipur Tiger Reserve
and Nagarhole N.P. of Karnataka in the north-east and Mudumalai Tiger Reserve of Tamil Nadu in the
south-east. The natural vegetation of the Sanctuary is classified into West coast tropical semi-evergreen
forests, South Indian moist mixed deciduous forests, Southern dry mixed deciduous forests and Bamboo
brakes. Large extent of marshy grass lands (swamps) locally known as Vayals are also seen in the
sanctuary. The sanctuary has 10,386.71 ha of plantations, comprising of teak, eucalyptus and soft wood
species.
Kabini river basin showed one among the highest species richness in fishes and odonates in a review by
the IUCN. The National Bureau of Fish Genetic Resources has suggested that the upper reaches of the
river be declared a fish sanctuary. The Waynad Wildlife Sanctuary hosts forty five species of mammals
are reported in the area, which include 6 Western Ghats endemics. Of the 203 species of birds, 10 are
endemics, 6 range restricted and 5 globally threatened species. Thirteen of these are listed in the schedule
I of the Indian Wildlife Protection Act (1972). Over 40 species of reptiles including 8 Western Ghats
endemics have been recorded. The Reserve is a crucial corridor for the seasonal migration of long ranging
animals within the greater conservation unit. Elephant bear and other wild animals from the neighboring
wild life sanctuaries of Karnataka and Tamil Nadu, stray into the Begur forest range and the forests
around Muthanga, which is 20 kilometers away from the town of Sultan Batheri.

7.3 Land Use and Dependency
A part of the upper catchment of the river is protected area, with the expanse of Waynad Wildlife
Sanctuary. It has an extent of 344.44 km² with four ranges namely Sultan Bathery, Muthanga, Kurichiat
and Tholpetty. Livestock rearing and fishing are traditional occupations. Of the total 6 lakh population n
the district, 1,36,000 is composed of composed of indigenous people belonging to the Paniya and
Kurichya communities. The Paniya community hunts for molluscs from streams in deep forests. Many
others work as labourers in plantations and farm lands. The tribes are facing new problems with changing
land use, forest loss, loss of land and livelihood, labour shortage, and so on.
Twenty three panchayats in Kerala are dependent on Kabini and there are 31 drinking water schemes.
Groundwater is also distributed through 9 schemes. Overall, the river caters to the domestic needs of the
entire population.
Until the beginning of 20th century, paddy was the main crop. Local farmers also grew millets, pulses and
a diversity of native vegetable crops. Encroachment of traditional crop lands and forest lands led to more
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cash crops and chemical intensive farming. With the decline in crop diversity, food security issues came
into being along with farmer suicides in Waynad.

7.4 Human Pressures
Encroachment is one of the oldest threats in the Waynad catchment of Kabini, leading to converting forest
land to plantations which are monocrops and increasing construction. Traditional farming practices have
disappeared. Incidence of fire and human wildlife conflict are on the rise, both an indication of direct
threat from human habitation. Frequent wildlife attacks on locals by elephants and large cats have been
reported in the last few years. Added to this is the impact of tourism on the fragile mountain ecosystem.
In some parts of Manathavady river, buildings are seen on river banks, which is encroachment into
common property.
Although there are no large cities in the river catchment, pollution levels are high. Untreated sewage from
residences, hotels and hospitals is sent into streams and rivers. Agricultural runoff from plantations of tea,
coffee and banana is on the rise each year. There are over 150 kinds of fertilizers, pesticides and
weedicides in the market. Water quality studies have shown high values of turbidity and colour in
Mepadi, Moopainadu, Pozhuthana, Noolpuzha, Kalpetta Municipality and Pulpally; particularly in
cesspools and areas experiencing overflow from paddy fields. Analysis of benthic invertebrates revealed
that some areas such as Koodalkadavu, Perikallur, and Panamaram are more vulnerable than others.
Traditional methods of fishing have been replaced by destructive ones. Sand mining instances are
growing in intensity along Panamaram and Mananthavady streams, and this is always above the permitted
limits. Brick making and laterite quarrying are more recent threats to this river and do their bit to exert
considerable pressure on the ecology of the region.
As in any other part of the world, particularly in fragile ecosystems such as mountains, the Kabini’s
catchment is also facing climate change in terms of drying forests and depleting ground water resources.
For the first time in 2016, Kabini was seen dried in many stretches during the summer. This is indicative
of the long-term cumulative impact of incorrect land use in the catchment. The once-perennial river has
been reduced to a bed of rock and sand with isolated small pools at many places along the Mullankolly
and Pulpally panchayats.
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Figure 6: The Kabini runs nearly dry in the summer of 2013.

7.5 Dams
The Banasura and Karappuzha dams are the first built structures in Waynad. They came with an imminent
threat to the upper catchment forests. The Kabini dam is situated in the Karnataka part of the river.
Flow has been completely cut off below the Banasura dam. Its submergence area included mostly
evergreen forest. The Karappuzha Irrigation Project (KIP) is located on the NW slopes of Nilgiri Hills,
with an ayacut area of 5221 ha in Vythiri and Sultan Bathery Taluks. Attuvayi and Nellarachaal, two rich
paddy cultivation areas were submerged in the project. Over 1333.4697 ha been taken by the project,
land that is now unfit for any agriculture. Fish diversity is lost below in the river stretch below the dam. A
10 kW capacity solar plant has been erected on the road above Banasura Sagar Dam.
Apart from this there are a number of tanks and ponds, minor irrigation projects and lift irrigation projects
in the district. All the ponds need rejuvenation due to siltation.
Local resistance built up against the proposed Chundalipuzha project near Meenangadi and also against
the Mananthavady project. Check dams on Panamaram and Mananthavady are many, leading to collapses
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of river banks and top soil erosion. Concrete bridges have fallen in a few instances causing turbulence in
the water flow.
In 2013, the Cauvery Tribunal Award determined the total availability of water in the Cauvery basin at
740 tmc ft at the Lower Coleroon Anicut site, including 14 tmc ft for environmental protection and
seepage into the sea. It makes an annual allocation of 419 tmc ft to Tamil Nadu in the entire Cauvery
basin, 270 tmc ft to Karnataka, 30 tmc ft to Kerala from Kabini and 7 tmc ft to Pondicherry.

8. RIVERS: A CULTURAL NARRATIVE
Early inhabitants of the upper catchments of most of our rivers are the indigenous people - Mannans,
Uralis, Paniyas, Malayars and Malampandarams in the Periyar river basin, or the Kadars, Malayars, and
the Muthuvars along the Chalakudy river. For centuries they have practised shifting cultivation, collected
fish, honey and other forest produce to support their living, and their lives have been inevitably
intertwined with the flow and health of the river. According to archaeological studies, Shenduruney,
which is drained by the tributaries of Kallada river, was the cradle of one of the oldest river valley
civilizations in India.
Places like Tirunelli on the banks of Kabini, and Cheruthuruthy on the banks of Bharatapuzha, are
considered to have been centres of cultural and literary activity. Bharatapuzha, or more endearingly, Nila,
is probably the most important river for Kerala. It is considered the cultural spring of Malabar.
Tholpavakuthu, or shadow puppetry using leather, is a dying form of folk art performed in Kali temples in
the region. The Kalamandalam, a major center for learning classical performing arts Kathakali,
Ottamthullal and Koodiyattom, is situated in Cheruthuruthy on the river banks. Kunchan Nambiar, poet
and founder of Ottamthullal was born on these banks, in Killikkurissimangalam near Lakkidi. Other
legendary writers include MT Vasudevan Nair, M Govindan, OV Vijayan, P Kunhiraman and so on.
Many of them drew literary inspiration from the scenic beauty of the landscape along the Bharatapuzha.
Malayalam cinema has been endowed with poetic descriptions of Periyar, Kallayi, and other rivers.
The Arattupuzha temple festival held on the banks of Karuvannur river and the annual Vallamkali or
Snake boat boat regatta held in Pampa river are testimony to the deep rooted to how rivers have been the
centre spot of social and cultural gatherings. The Aranmula Palace is a 200 years old palace and is built
on the vernacular architectural science of Thachushastram. Aranmula is also famous for the Aranmula
Kannadi, a mirror that is considered a medieval marvel in metallurgy craft.
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8.1 Beliefs around the River
In the north eastern border of Kollam district, close to Senkotai and Thenkasi, there is a forest shrine of
Achankovil. It is here in the mountains of southern Western Ghats that the river Achankovil originates.
Achankovil literally means “the shrine of Achan or the supreme deity”. Note here that the Malayalam
words Achan and Appan are said to have Sramana and Buddhist origins. Forest Gods dwelled in sacred
groves located in the ancestral domains of indigenous people, who were inarguably the first inhabitants of
forested lands; one had to cross turbulent rivers and climb steep slopes to go on a pilgrimage.
Communities such as Kadar and Malai-Malasar or Malayar, and the Muthuvar also have their ancestral
worship places such as sacred groves within the forests in the catchment of Chalakudy river.
Sabarimala and Agastyamalai are two other ‘forest abodes’ of Gods. Ponnambalamedu or the Hill of the
Golden Temple, located in the Goodrickal range of the Ranni Forest Division is where, historically,
indigenous people had their worship place. This is close to Sabarimala located on the upper catchment of
Pamba river, which is a Hindu pilgrim hotspot of southern India. Being a crucial and vital riverine system
in Kerala of great cultural significance, it has been referred to as the ‘Dakshina Ganga’ (or southern
Ganges) in many legends. There is a quaint Devi temple along Karamana river, where feeding the fish at
the ‘meenkadavu’ is the special offering.
Along Chalakudy’s midland stretches, there are innumerable worship places the Kannampuzha
Bhagavathy temple in Chalakudy, the Sambaloor church in Kadukutty, etc. After the confluence with
Periyar at Elanthikara in Puthanvelikkara Grama Panchayath of Eranakulam district, the river traverses
through the Muzirus land. It is said that there used to be Yaga Shalais on the river banks and the name
Chalakudy was derived from ‘Shalai kudy’, literally translated to ‘the place of yaga shalai’.
The banks of Periyar and Pamba have witnessed the evolution of many religious changes and movements.
Along Chaliyar river have evolved cultural and literary diversity – in Malappuram was born Arabi
Malayalam, a version of Malayalam written in Arabic script. Legend has it that the 280 year old Jamaat
Mosque was built by a Hindu family, in repentance of a misdeed towards a Muslim family.
The Cheraman Mosque at Kodungallur in the Periyar basin is the first mosque in India and the second
oldest mosque in the world to offer Jumu’ah prayers was built in 629 AD. Shankaracharya, the apostle of
Advaita philosophy, was born at Kalady on the banks of Periyar. Cherukolpuzha Convention is an
important religious convention of the Hindus held at Cherukole on the sand banks of a river Pamba,
usually in February every year. The Malayattoor hills on which St.Thomas is believed to have set his
foots is on the banks of the river Periyar. The Maramon Convention, the largest Christian convention in
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Asia, is held on the banks of river Pamba at Maramon near Kozhencherry in Pathanamthitta District, and
extends a week. It is here that C V Kunhiraman addressed on the issue of caste and the vitality of
conversion in fighting it in the early decades of 20th century.
Periyar is perhaps more famed in Hindu mythology, in which rivers have been associated with absolving
one’s sins and evils. Periyar’s water is believed to have medicinal qualities and thousands visit the holy
places every year to take a dip in the river. Further downstream, the vast sand banks of Periyar at Aluva
have functioned as an annual meeting place for lakhs of people on the day of Sivaratri. Legends say that it
was here that Rama performed the last rites of ‘Jatayu’, his winged friend. On every new moon day
thousands of people perform the ‘Bali’ or rites for the deceased in the sacred waters of Periyar.
Many pilgrims climb Agastyamalai past streams on dense forested paths of Peppara Wildlife Sanctuary in
Kerala and Kalakkad Mundanthurai Tiger Reserve in Tamil Nadu, to get to the Agastya Murti at the peak.
Other famous temples on river banks includeThiruvilwamala, Thirunavaya and Panniyur Varahamurty
along Bharatapuzha, Tirunelli along the Kabini. The confluence of rivers is considered an auspicious
place in Indian scriptures. It could be well assumed that this was an ancient Jain cave temple like Kallil
near Perumbavur in Ernakulam district in the north.

Figure 7: Pallava style Dwarapalaka in Kaviyoor cave temple: Earliest stone sculpture in Kerala, probably much older than 8th
century.
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8.2 Early History
There might be several reasons why instances of early economic and cultural development are recorded
from river banks – access to domestic and agricultural needs, easy navigation and thus possibilities of
cultural exchange and trade opportunities. In Kerala’s unique landscape, the alluvial floodplains of rivers
transformed to agricultural centres, where below sea level farming, the kind practiced in Kuttanad region,
evolved as a niche farming tradition. Local markets that boomed along streams and canals, where
bartering was common.
The royal families of both Travancore and Kochi built palaces on the banks of Periyar as health resorts.
Many Ashta Vaidya families inhabited the Bharatapuzha river basin, shaping a rich heritage of Ayurvedic
healing over the years. Nilambur, on the banks of Chaliyar, is a town famous for Kovilakoms, or the
residence of the rajas. The kovilakams are architectural delights and some have beautiful frescoes inside.
Cheran Shenguttuvan, the renowned king of south is believed to have built the famous temple of Kannagi
here on the northern fringe of Periyar Tiger Reserve, which was later destroyed by Hyder Ali in 1770 in a
war with Poonjar kingdom. The Kottayam/ Kurumbranad empire of Pazhassi Raja also extended across
catchments of more than one river in Malabar.
There are stories about how the warriors of Zamorin of Kozhikode and the Raja of Valluvanad engaged in
scheduled battles on the bank of Bharatapuzha every 12 years. The fight would end only when all the
members of one group die. Originally meant to be a trade fair called Mamankgam, it became a venue for
asserting rights of the respective rulers.
There have been hunts by the European travelers for the wild pepper that grew in the forests of Waynad.
Several of the coffee and spices ‘estates’ in the upper catchments of our rivers which were initiated by the
British came to become hubs of organized labour. In 1830 the first coffee plantation in Waynad was
established by Futon and Puge, along river Chaliyar.
Nilambur’s teak plantation boasts of being the oldest in the world. "Conollys Plot', spread over an area of
2.31 hectares, is also located along the Chaliyar. Upstream of Chalakudy river, in Parambikulam, stands
the oldest teak on the subcontinent, named Kannimara. Chaliyar was in fact used extensively as a
waterway during the late 19th century and eary 20th century for carrying timber from these forests areas to
the various timber mills in Kallai, a small part of Calicut, which was then an important trade centre in the
world. Rafts made of logs were floated downstream in the monsoon. Another highlight was Muziris,
downstream of Periyar in Kodungallur area, a famed trade centre during the period that the Greeks and
Arabs entered India. The 13 Kannara bridge or 13 Arch Bridge (Pathimoonukannarapalam) is a 108–
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year–old bridge at Kazhathuruthi river in south Kerala. It stood testimony to architectural abilities of the
British.
An engineering marvel in Kerala was the Cochin State Forest Tramway, a narrow gauge railway line laid
from Parambikulam Wildlife Sanctuary in Palakkad district to Chalakudy in Thrissur district. It operated
from 1907 to 1963, serving efficiently the State of Cochin, bringing Teak and Rosewood from dense
evergreen forests in the upper catchment of the river to be shipped to different locations around the globe.
It is said that Cochin Port, the “cherry” in Kerala’s growth, was constructed from the earnings of the
tramway. In a very few years since it started operation, the entire Parambikulam valley was denuded, after
which the tramway was never commercially viable.
Cochin happens to be the focal point of Vembanad wetland system, into which Periyar drains along with
6 other rivers. Cochin found its way into modern history with Vasco da Gama in 1498 and the advent of
European colonialism, followed by a time of Moorish trade links. In early 16th century, Mattanchery and
Cochin regions had grown to important trading posts. What used to be a low sandy island with coconut
groves even in the 19th century is today a buzzing urban centre.
The very first resistance in southern India to British authority was from the indigenous communities of
Kurichya and Kurumbas in the Kabini river basin in 1812. Close to the Jamaat mosque in Nilambur is a
mausoleum dedicated to the shaheeds of the Malappuram who laid down their lives in the Mopilla revolt.
The list is long of the socio-political movements organized on river banks from Malabar to Travancore.
Rivers indeed have a powerful impact on social psyche.
As the State’s culture transforms, we come by new ways of associating with the river come by. The river
is no longer part of our daily lives in terms of taking a dip or commuting. Sand banks are no longer
vibrant spaces where cultural exchange, community gatherings and performances are held. Adventures
and expeditions are becoming popular. Last year, seven kayakers went out on Chaliyar as a harbinger to
the Malabar River Festival at Tusharagiri, Calicut. Apart from tourism promotion, the festival hopes to
sensitise people about pollution in the river. The river has, for centuries, occupied a central place in
India’s material and sacred culture. At least now, we may choose to adopt a new attitude to rivers and
stand up and negotiate for their right to flow healthy. This will probably be the only meaningful evolution
of our culture. Meanwhile, rivers will continue to be revered, celebrated, romanticized and written about.
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9. THE RIVER RED LIST
We propose all the six rivers featured here to be included under the red list category for the following
reasons. We also provide recommendations to conserve the rivers and bring them out of the Red List.
Chaliyar: The river is seeing a rapid increase in the number of regulators and barrages, structures that
will cut the flows and affect the ecology of the river and aquatic health. A cumulative post impact
assessment study has never been conducted for the river. The main stem of the river, around 1000 sq km
catchment is under the above threat. The Pandiyar-Punnampuzha HEP is a farfetched proposal.
Bharatapuzha: Of the 6000 odd sq km catchment of the river, a mere 100 sq km has intact forests in the
catchment of Kunthipuzha. It is these forests that help retain Bharatapuzha’s meagre summer flows. To
preserve the entire catchment of Kunthipuzha and Toothapuzha from any further degradation is urgent for
ensuring improved summer flows and life of the river.
Chalakudy: It is one of the better studied rivers; several studies support the long term conservation value
of the river basin. It has been recommended that the river basin be declared an Ecologically Sensitive
Area (ESA) from Athirappilly waterfall upstream, an estimated 1200 sq km, which is also well within the
jurisdiction of the Forest Department. This has already been reiterated by the Gadgil Committee.
Periyar: Environment flows in several places below the dams, particularly Mullaperiyar and Idukki, on
the river have been severely affected. There is strong fluctuation in monsoon and summer flows. Dams
and diversions, plantations on the upper catchment, the pressure from Cochin the commercial capital of
Kerala and the industries sucking water and pumping in toxins into the river – the combined scenario
pushes Periyar into the Red List.
Pampa: The entire river is heavily strained by irresponsible tourism activities in upstream Sabarimala,
destruction of wetlands, and loss of flows. It is high time waste management got translated from paper to
assertive action. The forests in the upper catchment are under pressure to be denotified to pave way for
the shrine’s expansion activities. This will lead to irreparable problems of forest continuity in the
Sabarimala upper catchment which is contiguous with a part of Periyar Tiger reserve. Proper
implementation of Pamba Action Plan is pending. The river also cannot afford PAVLP.
Kabini: Waynad has an eastward plateau with unique climatic zones. The protection and regeneration of
the entire 1920 sq km of the Kabini catchment is important to restore flows in the Cauvery basin, and as a
long-term solution to the Cauvery dispute.
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Smaller rivers in Kerala like Kallayi, Tirur, Puzhakkal, Pallichal are also under severe threat from
pollution and over exploitation. They demand urgent attention in terms of conservation and management.
Those originating from laterite hills in northern Kerala such as Kariangode and Kavvayi face pressures
from laterite mining in the hillocks, real estate and monoculture plantations of cashew and rubber,
affecting the recharge into the laterite hills. Karamana, the main artery of Trivandrum city, is under the
threat of pollution, encroachment and sand mining. Except for Vamanapuram, flow in all the southern
Kerala rivers is regulated by dams.

10.

TOWARDS REVIVAL OF KERALA’S RIVERS IN GENERAL

The Government of Kerala has been mooting the idea of legally constituting River Basin Authorities/
organizations for better management. Planning for the entire river basin must be totally decentralised
bottom – up planning and implementation process. In heavily degraded rivers, river revival should take
priority over further development.
As a sample plan we have worked on a revival strategy for Chalakudy river, which is relevant to all the
above rivers, with contextual changes that might apply. The components of the Action Plan are as
follows:
·

Restoration in the river’s catchment

·

Evolve a reservoir operations model based on downstream needs and daily flows.

·

Ensuring ecosystem functions of the river (E-flows)

·

Micro watershed based planning at LSG level

·

LSG level water resources management planning

·

Regulation of sand mining and implantation of ‘sand holidays’

·

River Bank Protection downstream through vegetative measures

·

Assess critical fish habitats in the river and regulate destructive fishing

·

Pollution abatement and monitoring at the LSG level

It is important to develop an understanding of a river as an integrated system. River experts have
proposed a watershed approach to restoring river ecology and managing (for drinking water, irrigation
and energy) and restoring and some efforts are underway in the catchments of Pampa, Meenachil and
Chalakudy. Sand auditing is being attempted in many rivers to prevent degradation of river channels.
We sincerely acknowledge the inputs from Prof S Sitaraman (President, Kerala Nadi Samrakshana Samithi), Sri NK Sukumaran
Nair (Pamba Parirakshana Samithi), Arun PA, CS Saneesh and Rajaneesh P. Drainage maps of Kabini and Bharatapuzha were
offered by CWRDM, Calicut.
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